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 MERTZON, Texas — In this age, when we advertise everything from a thimble to a private 
railroad coach by using a one-eyed man with a patch, or a black-and-yellow jungle cat as a symbol of 
heaven knows what, it is heartening to witness what the leaders of the sheep industry have dreamed up. 
They use pretty Miss Wool maids. 
 There is an element in our group who contend that the sight of a shapely young girl doesn’t make 
them hungry for a lamb chop or even increase their interest in owning a 100 percent wool sport coat, but 
this small segment can be categorized as being nothing more than a group of fanatics who base everything 
on what Freud left us with. 
 Come to think of it, I wouldn’t be surprised if these skeptics aren’t a bit “off” in their positions. For 
anyone who went as far as the third grade knows that an army travels on its stomach. With that small thread 
of evidence, who could think of anything but a lamb patty when confronted with the sight of say, Miss 
Alaska wearing a bathing suit? 
 Oh, I guess some abnormally lustful male might not think of rushing down to the dry goods store 
for a single-breasted, all-wool suit when he sees one of the Miss Wool contestants. But if he is that kind of a 
person, we sheepmen don’t want his business anyway. Besides, he probably hasn’t a quarter to call his own, 
after having been enslaved by the expensive habit of chasing floozies and buying those high-priced girlie 
magazines. 
 But it really doesn’t matter who attends the lavish festivities connected with the annual Miss Wool 
of America contest. The important thing is that we are progressing. Why, in San Angelo alone, the bankers, 
insurance men, and practically all other males not in jail or confined to bed are swarming to these Miss 
Wool events in unheard-of numbers. The crowds are such that a rancher less than six feet tall can’t get a 
look, and couldn’t tell you if Miss Montana looked like Mother McRea or Elizabeth Taylor. 
 And you know these fellows aren’t going to Miss Wool parties just to see all the pretty young girls. 
No sir, they’re attending to whet their appetites for roast lamb or maybe a wool vest. 
 Then, you may ask, who do these chaps look so pop-eyed they couldn’t read their rate book with a 
magnifying glass, or tell a demand note from a pile of pencil shavings? It’s no problem to answer that 
question. Most of these men went through the drouth of the ’50s, and that little siege of dry weather came 
pretty close to knocking the preachers pop-eyed, let alone the bankers and insurance men. 
 I don’t care what anybody says to the contrary, this Miss Wool business will sell more lamb and 
wool than if we recruited all the one-eyed male advertising models in Texas, leased every one of them a 
tiger to lead round the courthouse square, and hired a 42-piece Mexican band to play around the clock. A 
troupe of college lassies competing for the Miss Wool of America crown will be far more successful. 
 Another great feature of the Miss Wool idea is that it shows we are part of the modern scene. No 
longer do we use such tactics as windshield stickers, or the dirty trick of trying to lobby some favor in 
Washington. Those days are gone, and we are on the march to greater markets and grander times through 
the use of a symbol that can be ignored only by the blind or very young — a good looking gal. 
 I might as well admit that I probably have not changed the convictions of those who contend that 
they see little relation between a pretty girl and a lamb chop, or any reason why a good-looking chick from 
the West Coast would sell one extra yard of wool fabric. 
 Granted, it is hard to explain. But just think where the stockholders in M-G-M would be today if 
the company had merely filmed travelogues and true life stories of the childhood days of Eleanor Roosevelt. 
 If they can sell popcorn with beauty, why can’t we peddle wool with the same thing? 


